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Rick Riordan, triple-crown winner of the Edgar, Anthony, and Shamus Awards, brings his fast-talking, hard-living,

Texas-hip P.I. Tres Navarre to the heart of the Lone Star State—Austin—to unravel a case so dark, twisted, and deadly,

it can only involve family....

Tres Navarre, the P.I. with a Ph.D. in literature, heads to Austin for a laid-back summer teaching gig. But he’s in store

for a whole lot more. His big brother Garrett--computer whiz, Jimmy Buffett fanatic, and all-around eccentric—is

hoping to retire a multimillionaire by the fall. He’s bet his career and the Navarre family ranch to do it. 

Then Garrett’s oldest friend and business partner is murdered—and Garrett is the only suspect. As Tres delves into

Garrett’s bizarre world to find the truth behind the murder, he comes face to face with the damaged relationships,

violent lives, and billion-dollar schemes of a high-tech world gone haywire. Connecting them all is beautiful Lake

Travis and the shocking secret that lies within its depths. Now, as Tres struggles with his own troubled family past

and to clear his brother’ s name, he finds himself stalked by a cold-blooded killer—one who could spell the death of

both Navarres.
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Things are good for San Antonio middle-school teacher-cum-mystery author Rick Riordan--great, in fact. His first
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two outings featuring San Antonio PI and part-time English professor Tres Navarre (Big Red Tequila, The
Widower's Two Step) scored Shamus, Anthony, and Edgar awards, and The Last King of Texas has been likened to

the proverbial sliced bread. In The Devil Went Down to Austin, on the other hand, things stink for Tres Navarre. His

paraplegic brother, Garrett, has surreptitiously mortgaged the brothers' Austin ranch to subsidize an Internet

startup. One of Garrett's partners, Ruby McBride, has been making nice with a sleazy corporate-takeover maven,

Matthew Peña, and Garrett's been violently feuding with his other partner and lifelong friend, Jimmy Doebler. As

for Jimmy, his day started with his divorce from Ruby and ended with a shot to the head. Worse yet, Jimmy bought

it in his Chevy pickup by his lakeside home, just feet away from a ranting, beach-sprawled Garrett.

All that remains for Tres to do is exonerate his brother, find the real killer (whose clue-laden e-mails alternate with

Tres's narrative, delivering Texas-sized creepiness), save the ranch, and with the help of Maia Lee, a beautiful lawyer

from his past, untangle a skein of Doebler family murder, misery, and hurt. Witty, sharp as glass, and plotted as well

as it's written, The Devil Went Down to Austin paints a high-tech Texas laced with treachery and tequila before a

cranked-up Jimmy Buffett backdrop. Expect great things, because Riordan delivers. --Michael Hudson
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